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Capacity and Speed-Flow Analysis of the
Queen Elizabeth Way in Ontario
Fnnp L. Han aNo Lrsa M. Hen

Speed-flow relationships are investigated downstream of a queue
and within the queue to identify capacity flows and the effeèts of
formation of an upstream queue on speed and flow. Data were
obtained from the Queen Elizabeth Way in Ontario, Canada, on
a level three-lane section of freeway. Results show markedly dif-
ferent shapes for the speed-flow curves in the queue and down-
stream. This result calls into question efforts to develop general
speed-flow curves for specific facility types. In a bottleneck down-
stre¿m of the queue, capacity was found to be approximately
2,300 passenger-car units per hour per lane. Queue formation
had no effect on these flow rates but did affect observed speeds.
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Ten years ago, Roess et al. (1,p.11) noted the scarcity in the
literature of current data for recalibrating speed-flow rela-
tions, particularly with regard to knowledge of the underlying
conditions. Data that were available appeared in the then-
current (1965) Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (2), and in
a number of reports from the 1950s and 1960s (e.g., 3,4) on
which the 1965 HCM was based, but Roess et al. gave these
studies the least weight because of their age (1,p.12). The
question for Roess et al. was how much both the shape of the
curves and the maximum flow rates had changed since those
early studies.

The possibility exists that speed-flow curves do change,
because they are based on empirical observations of a varying
vehicle fleet on roadways that have been continually improved.
Driver experience and expectations have also changed. Dif-
ferences become obvious in the earliest studies, such as
Greenshields' 1934 paper (5) on traffic capacity. His paper
provides valuable detail on the data collection procedures,
including a photograph of one of the vehicles on the roadway
in question, which provides a useful visual reminder of how
much both components of the system have changed in a half-
century. Hence, that the shape of empirical curves might also
change should not be surprising.

Despite the sparseness of recent data, Roess et al. (1) were
able to propose several reasonable speed-flow curves, which
have since been included in the 1985 HCM (ó). However, the
paucity of current data has not changed much in the time
since the 1985 HCM appeared. Hurdle and Datta (7) provided
additional speed-flow data a few years after the study by Roess
et al. (1) was published and one of Hurdle and Datta's figures
appears in the 1985 HCM. However, that small amount of
additional data is not enough to resolve the question of change
in the shape of the curves. Persaud and Hurdle (8) also add
some data, but their main focus is on the pitfalls in interpreting
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data obtained, rather than on expanding the data base. Given
recent questions that have arisen about the relative capacities
of freeways and multilane rural roads, adding some data to
the debate seemed appropriate.

Initially, the investigation focused on two questions per-
taining to freeway capacity. Do the Ontario data provide good
evidence to suggest that capacity is greater than 2,000 pas-
senger cars per hour per lane, or to support that number?
And, what is the effect on speed and flow when there is an
upstream queue? The larger question then became, what is
the nature of the speed-flow relationship for this three-lane
section of freeway? As a consequence of this latter investi-
gation, the analysis also provides some comments on con-
ducting research of this kind.

Although the data are from only one freeway system they
should be helpful for the debate nonetheless. Further, the
system in question is one that has had a freeway traffic man-
agement system (F[MS) for a decade, one of the main fea-
tures of which is ramp metering. Therefore, drivers are accus-
tomed to entrance ramp controls. If such controls are effective
in smoothing the merging operation, then a recognition needs
to be made at the start that the results may only pertain to a
ramp-metered facility.

The source and nature of the data are described in addition
to questions that arise in data reduction. Next, speed-flow
relationships are plotted from these data. Then locations in
the bottleneck (i.e., downstream of the point where the
restriction on flow occurs) and in the queue are discussed.
The description and definitions provided by Hurdle and Datta
(7,pp.128-129) are followed. Finally, the effect on operarions
when there is an upstream queue and the issue of capacity
flows are addressed.

DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION

The question of where to collect data to identify capacity flows
is an interesting one. Obviously, heavily traveled sections of
highway are needed but measurements taken in a queue (or
stop-and-go situation) will not represent maximum flows. In
the context of a section of freeway with a number of heavily
used entrance ramps, careful attention needs to be paid to
the system to determine where capacity operations occur. If
one continuous queue exists that stretches from the farthest
downstream ramp back through the other ramp locations,
then only measurements taken downstream of the last ramp
can represent the maximum rates of flow (assuming the high-
way geometry does not change and exit ramps are not heavily
used at the same time). On the other hand, if separate queues
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Station 16 Station 17

FIGURE t Part of Mississauga FTMS, showing detector station locâtions.

exist at some of the upstream ramps, capacity flow may occur

immediately downstream of these ramps. Flow farther down-

stream may be constrained by the upstream bottlenecks such

that capacity is not reached downstream. Consequently, few

of the large number of possible measurement locations can

be expected to actually experience capacity flows.

The freeway system used was the Queen Elizabeth Way

(anW¡ in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. This facility is a six-

iane, limited-access expressway (three lanes in each direction)

feeding morning rush-hour traffic into Toronto from the west'

Currently, an FTMS is in operation that extends for 16 km

(i0 mi). Figure l shows the relevant portion of the system'

Previously, an earlier system covered the present Stations 10

through 18. In the portion of interest, three entrance ramps

(Mississauga Road, Highway 10, and Cawthra Road) are

metered with metering rates set manually by the system oper-

ator in response to traffic conditions. Recurrent (daily)

congestion exists on the main line because of the excess of

demand (from the ramps and upstream volumes) over the

capacity of the facility.
Inspection of data from this system shows that usually the

queué from the farthest downstream bottleneck (Cawthra Road)

óxtends back through the upstream bottlenecks (at Highway

10 and Mississauga Road) early during the peak period' For

example, in Figure 2, flows at Station 19 kept pace with those

at St;tion 22:t¡¡rtll 6:45 a.m., at which time Station 19 flows

dropped considerably and remained below those at Station

22. Fvther, between 8:30 and 9:00 a.m. a brief but drastic

reduction in flow rates moved upstream, passing through the

three stations in consecutive 5-min intervals. This character-

istic provides further support for the idea that the queues for

the three bottlenecks coalesced. Hence, analysis will focus on

Station 22, the one farthest downstream'

Until recently, the QEW FTMS did not retain data beyond

the day acquired, except by special arrangement. As part of
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of 870930 flow rates for Stations 16'

L9, and 22.

other work, tapes of data were obtained for a number of days

in the autumn of 1987 and for intermittent periods during

summer and autumn of 1988' These periods constitute the

data for the analysis. Current data cannot be used because of
problems with communication lines from Station 22, the maín

location of interest.
The QEW FTMS is particularly appropriate because most

of the stations, including Station 22, bave paired loops in all

three lanes and provide direct measurements of speed' The

ability to measure speed is especially important because pre-

vious work has shown that speeds calculated from flow and

occupancy data are unreliable (9). The data' which are reported

and itored every 30 sec, include volume and occupancy both

for the upstream and downstream loops along with the aver-
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age speed of vehicles during the interval for each lane at each
station. For these analyses, the focus is on the morning peak
period, and data from 5:30 to 10:00 a.m. have been used.

Roess et al. (1) call for knowledge of four variables affecting
traffic flow in any new data set. Lane widths on the eEW
are 12 tt. Lateral clearance is good because the right shoulder
is wide enough for a stalled vehicle to pull off safely. However,
a IZ-ft-high noise barrier exists immediately adjacent to the
shoulder that has caused complaints from drivers of an enclosed
feeling. Lateral clearance on the left side is only about 1.3 m
to the median barrier. Station 22islocated on a level tangent
section, so the design speed can be considered to be better
than L20 km/hr.

Unfortunately, truck percentages were not obtained for
these data. However, from observation of many similar days,
truck percentages during the period of maximum flow can be
estimated to vary between 5 and 20 percent in the shoulder
lane, between 5 and 10 percent in the middle lane, and zero
percent (because of an operating restriction) in the median
lane. Hurdle and Datta (7) used a fourth-degree polynomial
to estimate truck percentages by time of day from a small
sample. Their results (from 1977) show truck percentages to
be below 10 percent for 6:30 to 9:00 a.m. with the lowest
percentage just below 6 percent. Data used have not been
corrected for truck percentages but are given in vehicles per
hour, not passenger-car equivalents. However, Hurdle and
Datta's minimum estimates of truck percentages were used
for drawing conclusions.

Two concerns are addressed in the data reduction. First is
the aggregation issue. Five-minute intervals have been used
for the bulk of the discussion. Time periods reported in the
data summarized by Roess et al. (1) range from 2 to 15 min
(1,p.14). Hurdle and Datta (7) and Persaud and Hurdle (8)
report data atZ-min intervals. However, discussions with others
involved in freeway capacity issues suggest that the interval
of interest is at least 5 min and perhaps 15 min. The 1985
HCM refers to 15-min flow rates in its definirion of capacity
(6,p.3-3). Five-minute intervals selected reduced most ran-
dom variation in the data and allowed easy compilation to
15-min data if needed. However, 15-min data are too coarse
to allow seeing what is happening within the freeway oper-
ations.

For comparability across days, aggregation has been done
simply on the basis of clock time. Aggregation might also
have been based on natural breakpoints in the operations,
such as the onset of congested operation. Tables and figures
presented report the end-time for the 5-rnin interval.

The second concern for data reduction is how to treat miss-
ing data. Occasionally, one variable of interest will be missing
at one lane in one 30-sec interval during a specific 5-min
aggregation. Should the entire 5 mín be ignored? Two
approaches have been used. For data from a single day, the
missing value has been approximated as the average of all of
the available observations in that lane for that 5-min interval.
This method enabled time-traced speed-flow data to be graphed.
In a few instances, all 10 observations were missing, so the
graph shows a discontinuity. For summary discussions of
capacity values, this interpolation was used only when 1 or 2
of the 10 intervals were missing, but when more than two 30-
sec intervals were missing, that 5-min observation was omitted
from consideration.
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SPEED-FLOW RELATIONSHIPS

Relationships Within the Bottleneck

Speed-flow data for each of the five available days of data
have been plotted in Figures 3-7 and are presented in Table
1 for the period from 6:00 to 10:00 a.m. Data from 970930
(Figure 3) show the smoothest curve. Volumes across the
three lanes increased steadily for almost an hour, with minimal
decrease in average speeds, dropping from 104 km/hr at a
flow rate of 1,480 veh/hr at 5:35 a.m. to a speed of g9 km/hr
at a flow rate of 6,530 veh/hr at 6:30 a.m. After 6:30 a.m.,
speeds fell precipitously, whereas flow rates changed hardly
at all, until operations settled into a steady state in the vicinity
of 50 km/hr and 6,200 veh/hr up to 9:30 a.m. One brief excui-
sion to lower flows (and speeds) was observed at g:40 a.m.
In total, this diagram of one morning's operations appears to
give a full picture of the speed-flow relationship at one loca-
tion. But, does this diagram describe operations at that spe-
cific location, or is it a reflection of operations upstream or
downstream? Wattleworth (10) has addressed a similar ques-
tion for flow-density curves.
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FIGURE 3 870930 speed-flow data for Station 22 (S-min
volumes).
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Clearly, the cluster of data from approximately 6:50 until
9:15 a.m. is on the lower half of the curve and represents
some kind of congested operation. Three possible locations
exist to find the cause for this set of points: upstream, down-
stream, or at the station itself. If the point is the station itself ,

these data are a direct consequence of susceptibility to break-
down of operations at those high flow rates. If neither the
upstream nor downstream traffic causes this drop, then that
would be the most plausible explanation. However, possible

alternative causes need to be examined.
Three earlier papers (7,8,10) suggest that data similar to

this cluster will be obtained downstream of a queue. The
argument in all three papers is that once drivers reach the
front of the queue, and enter the bottleneck itself, they begin
accelerating back toward their desired speed. The average
speed observed, then, depends on how far downstream mea-
surements are taken.

The Cawthra Road entrance ramp is roughly 800 m upstream
of Station 22 and the queue backs up trom the ramp for much
of the morning. Station 2L, immediately upstream of the ramp
entrance, was unfortunately not working for several of the
days for which data was obtained, including 870930. On these
days, Station 20 was used as the indicator of queue formation.
Inspection of the 30-sec data at Station 20 indicates that con-
gested conditions occurred intermittently from 6:30 a.m., and
consistently from 6:36 a.m. This time is the same that the
speed drop begins at Station 22 that day.

However, Figure 3 indicates that an additional 20 min beyond
the first small speed drop is required for speeds to stabilize
at Station 22.Itis not obvious that the effects of an upstream
queue should take this long to be felt in their entirety. Persaud

and Hurdle's data (8) suggest that at 800 m downstream, the
speed drop should be only about 10 to 15 km/hr.

Results from the other days in the present analysis show
operations remaining longer at speeds of 75 to 85 km/hr. Data
from the next day (871001), for example, show that operations
remained between 73 and 80 km/hr for another 35 min after
first dropping to SL km/hr at 6:35 a.m. (Figure 4 and Table
1). At Station 20 on that day, operations began to slow down
at 6:35 a.m. and the queue was solidly established by 6:47
a.m. Most likely the queue at the entrance ramp itself was

established when slowdowns began at Station 20. On 871118,
the pattern is similar (Figure 5) with 25 min of operation at

speeds between 78 and 83 km/hr starting at 6:35 a.m. Station
2l- was recording that day and showed that the queue started
there at 6:31. a.m. On 871119 (Figure 6), the points in question
form an even tighter cluster with speeds between 78 and 82

km/hr for 30 min starting at 6:35 a.m., which is also the time
the queue formed at the Cawthra Road ramp.

Hence, the upstream queue is the cause of the data that
show speeds in the 75 to 85 km/hr range. This interpretation
is consistent with earlier studies and with the timing of queue

formation upstream.
The larger cluster, at speeds between 40 and 60 km/hr,

therefore, would not seem to be a result of the upstream
queue. The speeds are too low for the distance from the head
of the queue, and there is no obvious explanation for a sudden
drop to lower speeds after half an hour of operations at 75

to 85 km/hr. Hence, the lower-speed cluster is likely caused
either by downstream operations or by the nature of opera-
tions at Station 22.
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TABLE 1 STATION 22DATA FOR 5 DAYS

interval 870930

end flow ave

time rate spd

871119 880726

flow ave flow ave

rate spd rate spd

6.05 3180 102 2933 100 2941 100 3079 103 3919 LI4

6.10 3792 99 3816 98 4027 94 3792 100 4073 110

6.15 4596 95 ,1488 97 5064 96 4704 98 S5U tO7

6.20 498/. 95 5148 n 5556 94 5196 99 5646 110

625 6387 92 5892 92 646S 93 61ó8 91 6233 106

ó.30 6480 89 6360 88 ó81ó 89 ó708 90 5907 108

6.35 6660 80 6972 81 6720 E3 6564 81 6240 103

6.40 6648 7L 6840 80 6648 78 6648 77 6168 103

6.45 6520 66 6504 78 6684 78 ó408 82 6084 109

6.50 6420 5ó 6408 76 ó516 81 6240 78 6120 104

6.55 6432 53 6672 74 6180 80 6372 80 5772 104

7.00 6348 59 6t32 78 6660 58 6696 80 5811 101

7.05 ó480 52 63',2A 73 6360 52 6384 69 5796 103

7.10 6096 47 5820 74 6012 49 5904 49 6456 100

7.15 6108 4E 6348 59 5988 55 6252 47 6UO 103

7.20 62r'¡0 51 5856 46 6036 5t 5988 44 5959 103

7.25 5964 45 5869 48 6267 53 5856 43 5964 101

7.30 6228 51 5745 47 6065 47 6024 47 ó588 95

7.35 6L44 51 5928 52 5820 47 57U 43 6533 94

7.40 5928 45 5781 49 6228 50 5700 45 6204 tDz

7.45 s7t2 45 6000 52 5904 43 6293 50 6420 98

7.50 5979 47 5940 46 5496 45 5820 49 6480 101

7.55 6180 50 5E5ó 45 6036 44 6180 50 6072 103

8.00 6t20 51 6156 56 6084 47 6060 49 6492 97

8.05 6144 46 5928 49 5940 47 6t20 49 6192 t02

8.10 6360 57 5772 47 5784 48 6192 56 5728 10E

8.15 6396 57 6t56 52 6024 49 6007 50 5553 104

8.20 66L2 53 6048 53 6400 46 6144 54 5679 106

8.25 ó360 50 6372 48 59t6 45 6492 55 59M tO7

8.30 6492 48 6237 50 6312 49 6108 50 5868 LO7

8.35 6305 52 6312 50 5748 47 6600 58 5655 110

8.40 4340 4L 6108 51 6300 49 6132 46 5ó16 110

871001

flow ave

rate spd

871118

flow ave

rate spd

l
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TABLE L (continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

interval 870930

end flow ave

time rate spd

871001

flow ave

rate spd

871118

flow ave

rate spd

E7IIT,

flow ave

rate spd

óó0726

flow ave

spd

8.45

8.50

8.55

9.00

9.05

9.10

9.15

9.20

925

9.30

9.35

9.40

9.45

9.50

9.55

10.00

4812

48?j,

434r'

4t2E

6156

6108

6132

6300

6648

5796

5688

5496

5364

5052

4840

4E/.9

4812

4572

4733

4476

49

51

52

ó3

66

83

97

97

96

99

99

100

99

101

97

101

5659 48

ó2E8 55

ó480 57

ó384 49

668/. 50

5940 47

5976 56

6588 68

5E44 ó0

5532 E0

4877 99

5068 97

6108 50

6077 49

6060 49

6359 54

6156 52

6600 88

5640 97

5352 96

4764 96

59M 98

5000 98

4213 t0t

4ó80 101

4080 r02

5880 50

6792 59

6z'0 5L

6216 49

3696 92

5600 97

5800 94

6n6 93

6228 94

4232 109

5T72 LOL

48ó0 102

5520 97

5004 98

4200 103

5670 113

58n Í2
542t 115

4992 115

4E7t 113

5345 Lr2

4875

4443

4776

4549

4170 10ó

4716 95

4507 95

4596 108

4942 110

111

114

111

110

100

100

99

105

The evidence for a downstream queue as the cause is only
indirect, but is nonetheless persuasive. No observations were
taken downstream of Station 22 onthe 5 days for which data
exist. However, three different types ofevidence provide sup-
port for this interpretation. The most important evidence is

the fact that at the present time a queue.does form down-
stream, after about 7:00 a.m., because of a weaving section.
If the queue is there now, it is at least plausible that it was
present t and 2 years ago. The second type of evidence is

simply the fact that this type of pattern is consistent with the
pattern produced by operation in a queue, as evidenced by
many other figures that were inspected for upstream stations
in this system (examples will be discussed later). The third
piece of evidence is the negative evidence of Figure 7, repre-
senting speed-flow data from 880725. These data show no
speeds below 95 km/hr, although the flows are as high as

those on other days when low-speed data were observed.
Commuter flows decrease in midsummer, and it is possible

that on this day they were just enough below capacity to avoid
any queues in this section. Hence, there is a day without
congested data, showing that the section of road can operate
at high flows without breaking down.

Figure 8 combines the data from all 5 days and provides a

good summary picture of the speed-flow relationship. For this

figure, only those 5-min intervals that had complete data have

been included-i.e., both speed and flow, for each of the
three lanes, for all ten 3O-sec intervals. The data are consistent
for the 4 days from 1987. However, the data for the one 1988

summer day are consistently above the rest of the data, as if
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FIGURE 8 Combined speed-flow data for Station 22 (5

days, S-min volumes).
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the speeds had been shifted up by perhaps L0 km/hr. It is
hard to know the cause of this difference. Perhaps it accurately
reflects conditions on days when there is no queue. Alter-
natively, the tuning of the loops may have changed over the
year, such that the 1988 speed data are not as accurate as the
L987 data.

Despite the appearance of an upward shift in speeds on this
one day, the interpretation of the data in Figure 8 is that
speeds drop only slightly as volumes increase, and that so long
as demand is not in excess of capacity, this speed can be
maintained almost to the maximum flow rate (as in Figure
7). However, if demand (in this instance from the combined
flows on the ramp and the main line) exceeds this capacity,
a queue will form. Then the particular speeds observed at a
location in the bottleneck will be a function primarily of the
distance from the head of the queue (8), in this case at the
Cawthra Road entrance ramp. Hence, the set of points cov-
ering the range 70 to 90 km/hr may arise as a consequence
of a queue having formed upstream of the measurement loca-
tion. The set of points in the 40- to 60-km/hr range cannot
be explained on this basis, and therefore would seem to be a
consequence of a downstream queue. The speeds and flows
of such data are primarily a function of the net flow available
through the downstream queue for the upstream location, and
of the speed at which that downstream bottleneck processes
traffic.

Relationships in a Queue

The immediate question that arises from Figure 8 is why the
curve does not show a clear rounding of the right-hand end
of the curve, like conventional speed-flow curves. Not only
do the curves in the 1985 HCM (ó) appear rounded, but so
also do the data behind them, as shown for example in Roess
et al. (1). The working hypothesis was that the type of curve
is different upstream, in the queue, than it is downstream, in
the bottleneck. This idea is not new. May et al. (3,p.51) noted
25 years ago that the form of relationships between freeway
operations variables "depended on the station location rela-
tive to a trouble spot." However, this observation is not reflected
in the HCM, so it was treated as a hypothesis rather than as
something known for certain. To test the idea, data from
Station 20 were used, because conditions there have already
been described, and from Stations 1,6 and 17 , which are farther
upstream.

There is a similarity of Figures 9-11 to the conventional
curves. They show a much more pronounced roundedness at
high flows than does Figure 8, as well as lower maximum flow
rates. For the operations at Station 20 (Figure 9), part of the
answer appears in the detailed 30-sec data scrutinized to ascer-
tain when the queue began. On both days contained in this
graph, the arrival of the queue at Station 20 was not simul-
taneous across the three lanes, nor was it instantaneous in
any one lane. The median lane experienced the effects of
congestion first, with the shoulder lane showing them last,
sometimes as much as 10 min later. Hence, an average of
speeds across the three lanes would decrease more slowly than
would the speed of any one lane.

Station 16 (Figure 10) is a more interesting one, in that for
some of the period it seems to be affected by operations
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FIGURE 9 Station 20 speed-flow data on 870930 and
871001 (S-min volumes).
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FIGURE 10 Station 16 speed-flow data on 870930 anrt
871119 (S-min volumes).
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FIGURE I1 Station 17 speed-flow data on 870930, ETlllE,
and 871119 (S-min volumes).
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upstream (the queue behind the entrance ramps at Missis-
sauga Road), and some of the time it is affected by the queue

from the Highway 10 ramps extending back this far. It, too,
shows lower maximum flows, and a much more rounded shape.

Station 17 (Figure 11) is the most interesting, as it would
appear to exhibit characteristics of both Figures 8 and 9. At
flows approaching 6,000 veh/hr, there are some observations
for which speeds of 100 km/hr are maintained, while there
are others for which speeds have dropped to the vicinity of
80 km/hr. Previously, these speeds would simply have been

averaged to get the speed-flow curve. The working hypoth-
esis, however, would suggest that these data represent two
types of behavior, and really come from two different curves-
for the same station.

As Roess et al. (1) note, there is not a good description of
the conditions behind the data in most empirical studies. This
lack is true for details of the study location as well as for other
factors that Roess et al. listed. Hence. whether the previous

studies were conducted upstream or downstream of conges-

tion is not clear. If those studies contain any congested data,
the vehicles must have been in a queue for part of the time,
and therefore the flow may not represent capacity operation
(as is certainly true for the Station 20 data in Figure 9).

The contrast between Figures 8 and Figures 9-11 suggests

that most of the conventional wisdom regarding the shape of
speed-flow curves has been derived from data collected in
queues. To know the shape of the relationship in a queue

may well be useful for planning purposes, but it would seem

not to be appropriate for attempting to determine the capacity
of a section of roadway. If a particular location operates in a
queue, the flow must obviously be governed by downstream
conditions. The place to look for capacity operation, then, is
downstream, beyond the queue.

EFFECTS OF AN UPSTREAM QUEUE

Before addressing the issue of what capacity is, it is necessary

to resolve the issue of what happens to operations once a
queue has formed upstream. Some studies have suggested that
after a queue forms there is a drop in the maximum flow
possible through a bottleneck. Wattleworth (10) discusses three
such studies. The possibility is also raised in the Interim Mate-
rials on Highway Capacity (11).If this effect does happen,
then the task of identifying capacity flow is quite different
than if there is no such reduction.

The analysis in the preceding section establishes clearly that
queues did form immediately upstream of Station 22 on 4 of.

the 5 days for which there are data. Figures 3-6 indicate that,
although there is a clear drop in speeds, there is no easily

discernible drop in flow rates at the time the queue forms. In
Figure 3, there is no drop in flows from start to end of the
upstream queue effect. In Figures 4 and 5, there is a tendency
toward decreasing flows over time (from 6,972 to 5,820 veh/
hr in Figure 4), but it is not consistently maintained. In Figure
6, there seems to be simply random variation between values

of 6,240 and 6,696 veh/hr. Hence, a significant flow reduction
under such circumstances cannot be deduced from these data.

Wattleworth (10) provides a convincing explanation of why
this result arises in some studies, whereas others continue to
show a capacity reduction.
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However, the data do provide strong support for the idea
first put forward by Hurdle and Datta (7), and elucidated
further by Persaud and Hurdle (8), that speeds drop when a

queue forms upstream. The data in Figure 7 help to strengthen
the case even further, in that no upstream or downstream
queue formed, and the speeds were maintained at roughly
100 km/hr right out to 5-min flow rates of 6,500 veh/hr. This
is strong support for the hypothesis put forward by Hurdle
and Datta (7,p.t34): "drivers who are able to approach the

bottleneck at the speed limit just drive right on through at

that speed, regardless of how high the flow may be."

CAPACITY

Table 2 presents the flow data at Station 22 during the peak

3 hours for the five available days. Given all of these numbers,
what is the best estimate of capacity of this three-lane, level
section of freeway?

The choice is the bottom line on the table, namely the
maximum flow rate during the peak 40 min. On 4 of the 5

days, 40 min seems to be the duration of maximum flow
operations before the downstream queue affects flow at Sta-

tiot2Z, as shown in Figures 3-6. As discussed in the previous
section, there seems to be no change in average flow after
the upstream queue affects operations, so those numbers are

included in this calculation. Despite the fact that flows after
the downstream queue has arrived continue to be at or near

6,000 veh/hr, it is not valid to consider those flows to rePresent

capacity at Station 22. Becatse they show Station 22 to be

operating in a queue, they are a reflection of downstream
operations. This condition was obvious in Figures 10 and 11,

for stations more clearly in a queue. It is equally valid at

Station 22, even though the numbers may look as if they, too,
are capacity-type operation.

On the 5th day, no upstream or downstream queue ever
formed. In this case, 40 min was the duration for which flows
remained consistently above 6,000 veh/hr. Demand dropped
off by 8:15 a.m., when flow was 5,550 veh/hr. Certainly, no

speed drop was associated with this reduction in flow (Figure
7), so it cannot be a consequence of congested operations.
Hence, it must simply be a reduction in demand. Again, the
flows at 7:20 a¡dl:25 a.m. are just below 6,000 veh/hr, after
10 min above it. Because these flows are not associated with
speed reductions, they do not represent flow reductions caused

by congestion at the location. Hence, the flows must simply
be demand fluctuations, and are therefore not capacity flows.

If these 40-min periods are the best available indicators of
capacity operations, then, in round numbers, the capacity at

Station 22 is 6,500 veh/hr. With 6 percent trucks, the lowest
value estimated for this section of road by Hurdle and Datta
(4, this flow would become nearly 6,900 passenger-car equiv-
alents per hour, or 2,300 passenger-car equivalents per hour
per lane.

Not only is this number considerably higher than the figure
given in the 1985 HCM (ó), it is also considerably higher than
the value of 1,984 passenger-car units per hour found by Hur-
dle and Datta (7) in 1977 in the same vicinity. However, since

they took their measurements, upstream of Cawthra Road,
several major changes have occurred to the freeway at that
location. First, a full interchange has been constructed at

Cawthra Road, where previously there was no access at all.



TABLE 2 PEAK-PERIOD FLOW RATES (s-min VOLUMES)
FOR STATION 22 FOR ALL 5 DAYS ACROSS THREE LANES

interval

end

time

870930 871001 871118 871119 880726
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6.25

6.30

ó.35

6.40

6.45

6.50

ó.55

7.00

7.05

7.t0

7.15

7.20

7.25

7.30

7.35

7.40

7.45

7.50

7.55

8.00

8.05

8.10

8.15

8.20

E.25

8.30

8.35

8.40

8.45

8.50

6468

6816

6720

6648

6684

65L6

6180

6660

6360

6012

5988

ó036

6267 .

6065 .

5820

6228

5904

5496

ó036

ó084

5940

5784

60u

6400 *

5916

63t2

5748

6132

ó108

6077 '

6387' 5892

6480 6360

6660 6972

6648 6840

6520. ó504

6420 6408

6432 6672

6348 6t32

6480. 63?4

6096 5820

ó108 6348

6?/,0 5856

5964 5869 .

6228 5745.

6144 5928

5928 5781 .

57L2 6000

5979 r 5940

6180 585ó

6120 6156

6144 5928

6360 5772

6396 ó156

66L2 ó048 *

6360 6372

6492 6237 *

ó305 * 63t2

6108 6300

5659 | 6156

6288 610E

6168 6233.

6708 5907 +

6564 62j,0

6648 6168

6408 6084 +

6240 6120 +

6372 s772

6696 5811 .

6384 5796

5904 6456 +

6252 6240

5988 5959 .

5856 5964

6024 6588

5724 6533'

5700 6204

6293 + 6420

5820 ó480

6180 6072

6060 + 6492

6120 6t92

6t92

6007 . 5553 *

6144 5679 *

6492 5904

6108

6ó00 5655 +

56L6 +

5880

6792

TABLE 2 (continued on next page)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

interval

end

time

870930 871001 871118 871119 880726

6:20 to 7:20 6402

7:20 to 8:20 6147

8:20 to 9:20 6287

8.55

9.00

9.05

9.10

9.15

9.20

6480

6384

6684

5940

5976

6588

6t32

6300

ó648

5796

5688

5496

6344

5932

6113

65n

6060

6359 '
6t56

5640

64U

6004

6068

6587

62/,0

62t6

3696

5600 *

5800 .

636t

6010

5960

6503

6066

6198

6373max 40 minutes 6499

The asterisk (.) indicates periods for which one 3o-second interval was missing data. The

missing value was estimated as the average of the other 9 intervals for that lane. The plus

sign (+) indicates that two intervals in one lane have been estimated. If more than two

intervals were missing, the S-minute observation has been left blank.

Second, as part of that reconstruction, lengthy exit and entrance

ramps were added, giving the appearance of a wider roadway.

Third, downstream of Cawthra Road, where Station 22 is

located, noise barriers have been constructed on both sides

of the road.
Any one of these changes may be the cause of the differ-

ence, but the most likely is the first, together with the rec-

ognition that the two studies were in somewhat different places.

The Cawthra Road interchange clearly adds more traffic. The

flow Hurdle and Datta (7) measured was constrained by the
Highway 10 interchange, and was in the bottleneck from that.
Cawthra Road creates a new bottleneck, as Figure 2 indicates,
which handles the Highway 10 bottleneck plus entrance ramp

traffic. The second possible explanation is related: the improved
design of the Cawthra Road interchange over the old one at

Highway 10 has led to higher capacity. The noise walls may
even help improve traffic flow, by removing a source of road-

side distractions. Similarly high numbers for maximum flows
have been found in other locations, for example at half a

dozen locations reported in the 1985 HCM (ó,Table2-t), or
by Banks (12) near San Diego.

CONCLUSIONS

Two conclusions relate to capacity. These data suggest that
capacity flow at Station 22 on the QEW is roughly 6'900
passenger-car units per hour, across three lanes of a level

expressway. The data also show that there is not a reduction
in this flow rate when there is an upstream queue, although

there is a speed reduction.
The more difficult but perhaps more important conclusions

relate to the study of speed-flow relationships' There may not
be just one speed-flow curve for a specific freeway type (e.g.,

for a six-lane expressway with a 112-km/hr design speed). The

comparison of speed-flow relationships upstream and down-

stream of a restriction raises the interesting possibility that
speed-flow curves will be fundamentally different in the two

kinds of location. This possibility was hinted at by May et al.

(3), but seems not to have been developed. Ifthis is correct,

then upstream of a capacity restriction, the sideways U-shaped

curve may be drawn in conventional shapes. The maximum

observed flow in the queue will depend on the net rate of
flow at the downstream bottlenecks.
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Downstream of a queue, in the extreme case a sideways L-
shaped figure, with constant speeds until the queue formed
upstream, and then a vertical drop to lower speeds at roughly
the same flow rates, are expected. If this interpretation is
correct, then any speed-flow curve other than a horizontal
line at nearly constant speed may be a reflection of upstream
or downstream operations, or both. However, some of the
upstream conditions, such as a queue, may arise because of
the capacity at the location under study which may be less
than the demand for it. In that sense, the speed-flow curve
describes not only the site under study, but also the (demand)
conditions upstream. \Vattleworth reached a similar conclu-
sion (10,p.20): "It may not be possible to obtain empirically
a true volume-density curve for a bottleneck since part of the
observed curve may merely be reflecting the influence of con-
ditions upstream of the bottleneck."

If these suggestions are correct, it may be that one particular
descriptor in the HCM of levels of service needs rethinking.
In particular, the notion of unstable flow in Levels of Service
D and E is potentially misleading. Unstable flow suggests that
operations can break down at a particular location specifically
because of the flow there. Although a stoppage wave can
develop in very dense traffic without the prior occurrence of
any accident, the stoppage wave propagates rapidly upstream,
and does not continue to characterize operations at the spe-
cific measurement location at which it started. Thus, break-
down flow at any particular location arises as a consequence
of downstream operations (which is exactly what the HCM
says about Level of Service F, although it implies otherwise
in the discussion of Levels of Service D and E).

It rvould appear necessary, then, to identify two speed-flow
curves for a given facility type, one in the bottleneck and one
in the queue. For locations downstream of the head of the
queue, in the bottleneck, one curve could serve to identify
both operations expected before upstream breakdown (a hor-
izontal line), and the speeds expected (at that same maximum
flow) at different distances downstream of the head of the
queue, as indicated by Persaud and Hurdle (8). No congested
operation would be indicated on this curve. For locations in
the queue, the conventional U-shaped curve is still appro-
priate.

Implicit in this proposal for a new set of speed-flow curves
is a set of strictures for any empirical approaches to identifying
such curves. One must know where, with respect to queue
formation, the data have been collected. No one location will
be likely to provide data for both types of curves. For oper-
ations in queues, it may be possible (and necessary) to com-
bine data from several different locations to arrive at a com-
plete representation of the lower portion of the curve. On a
freeway system, the flow rates seen in the queue at a particular
location will depend on the net entering flows between that
location and the primary bottleneck. Hence, one location
cannot be expected to provide a large range of congested
flows.

Perhaps most important, the speed-flow relationship cannot
be simply ascertained at a congested location nor can capacity
be identified. These relationships are not straightforward.
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